
Cobordism Hypothesis
Reference:Higher-Dimensional Algebra and Topological
Quantum Field Theory, John C. Baez and James Dolan 1995

Cobordisms

The category of n-cobordisms ncob consists of:
· objects: compact oriented (n-1)-mflds ;
· morphisms:oriented cobordisms 4:M -M, so
compact oriented n-mflds with 22=MHm' up to
diffeomorphism;

·composition:gluing along boundaries;

+.e
· identities:idn= Mx[0,1];
· symmetric monoidal:disjointunion I and
braiding Bx,y

*



· rigidity: duals are mild with opposite orientation
unit: counit a
ix: 1 ->x*** ex:XxX*-> 1

1x ****-x*x-> x

ixen xex 1ix Texx1x*
X*x*X triangle x*xNX*

·X ⑧X identities

in =***N = & ·xY.*
·

x=
ATAFT is a rigid symmetric monoidal functor

Z:nCob-> Vect. (Atiyahl
Z is unitary if it preserves a second kind of duality

+: nCob- nCob

which is the identity on objects, and takes each
cobordism fi x + y to the orientation reversed cobordism
ft:y -X. We have

1x=1x Ifg)t=gtft.



Example: n =1, Z: 1Cob -> Vect
· z(0) =K · Z/=i)- idx*
- z1!:)=X** ·z/2) =4 XxX*

·z(8)- idx ·z(.) =XaX*

z)( =z/2)z(
=a* Xxx*I
--

only invariantofa dimX

fin. dim. Vectorspace

Example:n=2 =7 commutative Frobenius algebras
·Generated by one object 51
·Product:

z(8) =m:AxA +A
·Identity:2/(0) = i:4+A
·Trace:Z/05)=tr:A- K =nondegenerate
· Nondegenerate pairing:

z)=A*A-A -K



↓=

-Lz(8)) admits /(8)z
inverse

f

/=zd
We can also consider cob as an n-category:
· objects: compactoriented o-mflds;
·1-morphisms:oriented cobordismsof 0-mfds; ndary
·2-morphisms:oriented cobordisms of 1-mfds; witkcorners

s

·n-morphisms:oriented cobordisms of (n-e)-mflds.
An extended TQFT is a rigid symmetric monoidal
functor of n-categories

Zincob ->64
Cobordism Hypothesis 1: Extended TOFTs are easy
/to classifyl. These are defined (in some sensel by their
value on a pointZ/x). -> zobjections:frames

and duals.



Whatdo we mean by n-category?
Strict n-categories
Lett be a monoidal category. Acategory G is enriched
over t if:
· For pairs (x,y) of objects in C there is an object
hom/x,y) in h;
·For triples (x,y, z) of objects in C there is a morphism

kom/,y)*hom/y,z) -> homrx,z)

in W.

Example:Vectenriched over rect.
Astrict2-category is a category enriched over cat.
Astrict (n+1) - category is a category enriched over cat,
with a generalized cartesian productof n-categories.
Let c be a 2-category. There are two ways to

compose 2-morphisms: composition
· Vertical composition:
fig,h: x -> Y
x:g ->h ya:fth inBif-9



· Horizontal composition:
fif: x - y f I

g,g1:y-z .
xif-fl 3 :gf =rg'f' IgBig +g

· Exchange identity:
alar =ragasas

unique 2-merphism

For n-categories, one can glue n-morphisms in many ways.
Now we wantto consider weak n-categories. The main
idea of weakening is:

equations ->isomorphisms
coherence laws'

Example:
Monoid Monoidal category

associativity associator Ax,y,z->
(xy)z =xyz) pentagon identity
commutativity

->
braiding Bxy

xy =y X By,x Bx,y =1 xxy



In weak n-categories, for tin:
equation of E-morphisms -> natural (te) isomorphism

strictification theorems:

n =0:sets
n =1: categories) -> no weakening

n =2: bicategories -> strict 2-categories
n=3:tricategories -> semistrict 3-categories

L
enriched over 2cats
with weak monoidal product

o-0-0C

O 0-0-50

II
Whathappens for ni3?

Suspension
Let C be an in+h) - category with one object, one

morphism, ..., one (5-1)-morphism. Then we get an n-category
ow by re-indexing:



Ex C

objects - morphisms
morphisms ->2-morphisms
n-morphisms -> h+1)-morphisms

and adquire properties
C E

category -> monoid

strict/wear) 2-category -> Tresp.) monoidal category

strictwas-category -> /resp) monoidal z-category
5-times

n+h -category -> wtuply monoidal n-category
n =0 n =1 u =2

k=0 sets categories z-categories
monoidal monoidal

5=1 monoids categories 2-categories
commutative braided monoidal braided monoidalk =2
monoids categories 2-categories

symmetric weakly involutory
5=3 11 monoidal monoidal

categories 2- categories
strongly involutoryA =4 If 11

monoidal
2- categories

k=5 11 11 If



Why is the entry n=0,t=2 a commutative monoid?
Echmann-Hilton argument:
· Let 1 = 11x. We want to show hom/1x, 1x) is commutative.
Using thatx= 10x =xx1 we have

(a =(1x)x/31) =(1x)/xx1)
=3 x =(3x1)/146)
= (B1)a/1x) =Bxx

Converselya commutative monoid is a 2-category with
one objectand one I-morphism.
In general we have

I
n =0 n =1 n=2

5=0 sets categories 2- categories
5 =1 xY x*Y x*Y
W =2 xy =yx Bx,y: xxy+ yxy Bxy: xxy+ yxx

5=3 11 Bx,y =By,x Ixy: By,y =>By,x1

-"Ixy=/Iyxynor

Letsincatw-->ncate be left-adjointto the for
getful functor Fincatr->ncatwr-1. Callthis the sus-
pension functor.



Stabilization Hypothesis: Sincatwr->ncatur is an
equivalence of categories for , n+2.
Motivations arise from homotopy theory:
· The n-th fundamental grupoid TX) is a sort of weak
n -category;
·n =0 column is familiar from fundamental group Trx)
Forx) -> set Familiar prooffrom
/x) - group Echmann-Hilton argument
H2x) -> abelian group
-

-1 X 1 I

a B
1 B B1

/Bx1)/16) B*X

greatesa
movie capturing a braiding.

.

.
.

.
Suspension functor S inherits its name from topological



suspension functor which gives sequence of homotopy classes

(X,Y] = [SX,SY) [Sx,5Y]-...

which stabilizes for w>,n+2 /gives isomorphisms)
Recall that in the category cob there exist two
distinct dualities:
· categoryncob: x + x+ + +ft

objects bordisms

↓

·n-category nCob: n+1 distinctlevels of duality.
Appropriate n-category of whichTOFT are repre-
sentations should be a k-tuply monoidal n-category
with duals. For 0s; in there should be units and counts

If:1y+ff*, ef:f*f -> 1x

satisfying some weak triangle identity. Furthermore,
f** =f,(fg)*=g*f*.

Let Cnw be the free semistricti-tuply monoidal
n-category with duals on one object.
known examples for n= 3 suggestwe should consider
framed manifolds and cobordisms.



Tangle Hypothesis:The n-category of framed n-tangles in
n+w dimensions is (n+1) -equivalent to the free weak t-
-tuply monoidal n-category with duals on one object.
· n-tangle in n+w dimensions:n-mfld with corners embed-
ded in [0,17" such that codim; corners are mapped into
subsetwith last j-coordinates or 1.

Example:n=1

k=0 k=1
k=2 I=3 4d

X*8 X
OX 0 O

W
I

OX I Sixxgto go.We
· n-tangles in dim nth form an n-category:
-objects:finite subsets(mflds?) of 10,175.
-I-morphisms:class of 1-tangles in [0,175+, going from classes
of o-tangles on [0,17wxs0) to classes on [0,175x413;
-j-morphisms:class of j-tangles info,1itw, going from casses
of (j-1)-tangles in [0,175+5-1x50) to classes on [0,175+6-1x473;
-composition:vertical stacking and rescalling of cubes;
- tensor product:justaposition of cubes;
- duality:reflection of j-tangles along lastcoordinate axis.



Example:n=0.

·W=0 - set with duals [x,x*3

·F= 1 -> monoid with involution
noncommuting words
>

***** E) XXXXX...

·k=2 -> commutative monoid with involution

extra dim=ocommutative
② oXX

=) XP/x*)9
of

comparing with results from thattheoryconfirm other

cases: [Turner, Yetter]

Isotopy classes of
framed Intangles in =)

morphisms

3 dimensions of 21,2

Tranversality results from differential topologY
imply for tn+2, embeddings of compact n-mflds
in iRntware all isotopic, which supports the stabiliza -
tian hypothesis.
Stabilization hypothesis + Tangle hypothesis

Hy



Cobordism hypothesis 1: The n-category of which n-
dimensional extended TOFTs are representations is the free
stable weak n-category with duals on one object.
Cniw stabilizes for k,n+2, so call the stable category (n,x.
Here:

· objects: framed O-mflds;

of-morphisms:framed 1-mflds with boundary;
·2-morphisms:framed 2-mflds with corners;
· All these embedded in [o;1]** for >,n+2. In particular,
n-morphisms are isotopy classes of framed n-tangles in nth
dimensions, for k,n+2.

Cobordism Hypothesis 1:An n-dimensional unitary ex-
tended TOFT isa weak n-functor, preserving all levelsof
duality, from the free stable weak in-category with duals
on one object to utilb.

Is weak n-category of
uitilbertspaces. Some sort

of module category with duals.


